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Steve Wozniak the co-founder of Apple has exposed how Siri manages to earn the refusal during
that day when Apple bought it. After declared by the company that Siri is a Voice controlled private
supporter and also reveals that Siri after turning it on the iphone 4S it was ruined. A horse named
after the Steve Wozniak at Peaceful Acres horse liberate farmhouse in Pattersonville, New York
where a 61-year-old darned Siri while visiting Woz. Here there is a great contribution of Wozniak
who saved Woz a horse just before a day as its journey was outstanding to the slaughterhouse.

Wozniak was very much surprised that before apple bought this technology Siri was very clever on
its first encounter. He also said that this was the future prospect and whispering the things in
standard way which gives an impression as you are talking to a human being. Its great feature of
the consequences encouraged him to illustrate Siri as the supreme agenda. But the day apple
purchases Siri and this app earned an immense rejection from Woz, by means of an arrival of
disorder departing him extremely dissatisfied.

He gave many hints of asking Siri regarding the grand Lakes, which formerly brought up prosperity
of helpful information from Wolfram Alpha however when Apple took over Siri and this app answers
about the Lakefront property. Moreover he also asked about the prime numbers from Siri and it
answers that get prime rib or irrelevant answers. In spite of his great dissatisfaction by means of
Siri, Woz still imagine that it is a coming future.

He also said that voice control would get improved by the side of running out sentences and
phrases to interpret what a human being actually implies while asking a query moreover even
upcoming to recognize faults and slips of the language. This is not for the first time that Woz has
taken a little thing out of Apple and also accepted in the last year that Window phone are more
beautiful than the iOS. It was revealed in this week that after the improvement to iOS 6 Apple's
robot-butler would get more helpful in the UK.
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